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1.	(i)	mass/average mass/weighted mean mass of an atom file_0.wmf


compared with carbon-12 file_1.wmf


1/12th of mass of carbon-12/on a scale where carbon-12 is 12 file_2.wmf


mass of 1 mole of atoms (of an element) mass of 1 mole of	3
carbon-12 is equivalent to first two marks
“mass of the element that contains the same number of
atoms as are in 1 mole of carbon-12” ® 2 marks (mark lost
because of mass units)
(ii)	63.0 ´ 77.2/100 + 65.0 ´ 22.8/100 / 63.456 file_3.wmf
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= 63.5 (mark for significant figures) file_4.wmf


(iii)	copper/ Cu file_5.wmf
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2.	(i)	average atomic mass/weighted mean/average mass file_6.wmf


compared with carbon-12 file_7.wmf


1/12th of mass of carbon-12/on a scale where carbon-12 is 12 file_8.wmf


OR
(ii)	The mass of 1 mole of atoms of an element
compared with 12 g file_9.wmf

 of carbon-12 file_10.wmf
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3.	1s22s22p63s23p6 file_14.wmf
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5.	atomic radii of Rb > atomic radii of elements above/
Rb has electrons in shell further from nucleus /
Rb has more shells file_16.wmf


Rb has more shielding file_17.wmf

 ( ‘more’ is essential)
(increased) nuclear charge is outweighed /
despite increased nuclear charge …..by at least one of the
factors above/
less attraction/ held less tightly file_18.wmf
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6.	Xe has a bigger atomic radius OR Xe has more shells file_19.wmf


ALLOW Xe has more energy levels
ALLOW Xe has electrons in higher energy level
ALLOW Xe has electrons further from nucleus
IGNORE Xe has more orbitals OR more sub-shells
DO NOT ALLOW ‘different shell’ or ‘new shell’
 
	Xe has more shielding file_20.wmf


ALLOW More screening
There must be a clear comparison ie more shielding OR increased shielding.
i.e. DO NOT ALLOW Xe ‘has shielding’
ALLOW Xe has more electron repulsion from inner shells
 
	The nuclear attraction decreases
	OR Outermost electrons of Xe experience less attraction (to nucleus)
	OR Increased shielding / distance outweighs the increased nuclear charge file_21.wmf


	ORA throughout
ALLOW Xe has less nuclear pull
IGNORE Xe has less effective nuclear charge
DO NOT ALLOW nuclear charge for nuclear attraction
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7.	(i)	outer electrons closer to nucleus OR radii decreases file_22.wmf


	nuclear charge increases
OR protons increase file_23.wmf


	electrons added to the same shell
OR
screening OR shielding remains the same file_24.wmf


IGNORE ‘atomic number increases’
IGNORE ‘nucleus gets bigger’
‘charge increases’ is not sufficient
ALLOW ‘effective nuclear charge increases’ OR
‘shielded nuclear charge increases’
ALLOW shielding is similar
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(ii)	atomic radii increase OR
there are more shells file_25.wmf


	there is more shielding OR more screening file_26.wmf


	the nuclear attraction decreases
OR
Increased shielding / distance outweigh the increased
nuclear charge file_27.wmf


ALLOW electrons in higher energy level
ALLOW electrons are further from the nucleus
DO NOT ALLOW more orbitals OR more sub-shells
DO NOT ALLOW different shell or new shell
There must be a clear comparison: e.g. ‘more shielding’, ‘increased shielding’. i.e. DO NOT ALLOW just ‘shielding’.
ALLOW ‘more electron repulsion from inner shells’
Nuclear OR proton(s) OR nucleus spelt correctly ONCE ALLOW ‘nuclear pull’
IGNORE any reference to ‘effective nuclear charge’
3
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